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Recent findings from several groups have demonstrated
that visual perception at a given moment can be biased
toward what was recently seen. This is true both for basic
visual attributes and for more complex representations,
such as face identity, gender, or expression. This
assimilation to the recent past is a positive serial
dependency, similar to a temporal averaging process that
capitalizes on short-term correlations in visual input to
reduce noise and boost perceptual continuity. Here we
examine serial dependencies in face perception using a
simple attractiveness rating task and a rapid series of
briefly presented face stimuli. In a series of three
experiments, our results confirm a previous report that
face attractiveness exhibits a positive serial dependency.
This intertrial effect is not only determined by face
attractiveness on the previous trial, but also depends on
the faces shown up to five trials back. We examine the
effect of stimulus presentation duration and find that
stimuli as brief as 56 ms produce a significant positive
dependency similar in magnitude to that produced by
stimuli presented for 1,000 ms. We observed stronger
positive dependencies between same-gender faces, and
found a task dependency: Alternating gender
discrimination trials with attractiveness rating trials
produced no serial dependency. In sum, these findings
show that a perception-stabilizing assimilation effect
operates in face attractiveness perception that is task
dependent and is acquired surprisingly quickly.

Introduction
The visual system has a remarkable ability to ﬁnd
stable signals from an often noisy input stream that

ﬂuctuates due to numerous factors including eye
movements, blinks, shadows, occlusion, etcetera. These
ﬂuctuations can often be disregarded as noise because
many aspects of the visual environment are quite stable
and predictable, with analyses showing there are
signiﬁcant short-term correlations in visual input
(Dong & Atick, 1995). Recent studies have indicated
there are mechanisms that function to stabilize the
perception of visual features over time through an
operation that pools input over the recent past to better
predict the current input state (Kiyonaga, Scimeca, &
Whitney, 2017). An averaging process of this kind
(termed an ‘‘association ﬁeld’’) is a sensible exploitation
of temporal continuity but it should inevitably exert an
assimilative inﬂuence on perception whereby current
stimuli are judged to be more similar to the preceding
stimulus than is physically the case. Several studies
have shown that this is true for basic visual attributes
such as orientation (Fischer & Whitney, 2014) and
motion (Alais, Leung, & Van der Burg, 2017), as well as
for more complex representations including numerosity
(Cicchini, Anobile, & Burr, 2014; Corbett, Fischer, &
Whitney, 2011) and scene perception (Manassi, Liberman, Chaney, & Whitney, 2017).
An assimilation toward recent stimulus history has
also been found for several aspects of face perception.
A number of studies using sequences of brieﬂy
presented faces have shown that face perception on a
given trial is not independent but is inﬂuenced by the
preceding face image. This serial effect is generally
found to be a positive (or ‘‘assimilative’’) dependency,
consistent with an integrating association ﬁeld that
averages over the recent past to stabilize perception.
This has been shown for face identity (Liberman,
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Fischer, & Whitney, 2014), face gender (Taubert, Alais,
& Burr, 2016), and very recently for face attractiveness
(Kok, Taubert, Van der Burg, Rhodes, & Alais, 2017;
Taubert, Van der Burg, & Alais, 2016; Xia, Yamanashi
Leib, & Whitney, 2016), eye gaze (Alais, Kong, Palmer,
& Clifford, 2018), and body shape (Alexi et al., 2018).
These studies all show that current face perception is
assimilated toward the immediately preceding stimulus—an ‘‘attractive’’ serial dependency. However, not
all serial dependencies are positive. For instance,
Taubert, Alais, and Burr (2016) demonstrated that face
expression exhibited a repulsive rather than attractive
dependency on the preceding face, an effect more
consistent with traditional repulsive perceptual aftereffects occurring after prolonged exposure to an
adaptor. Taubert, Alais, and Burr’s negative effect for
face expression is therefore similar to repulsive
aftereffects that are seen after several seconds of
exposure to adaptor faces (cf. subsecond presentations
in typical serial dependency studies) and which produce
robust negative aftereffects for face expression (Fox &
Barton, 2007; Hsu & Young, 2004), identity (Leopold,
O’Toole, Vetter, & Blanz, 2001; Rhodes & Jeffery,
2006), gender (Webster, Kaping, Mizokami, & Duhamel, 2004), and attractiveness (Rhodes, Jeffery, Watson, Clifford, & Nakayama, 2003). Although exposure
durations down to 1 s have been reported to produce
repulsive face adaptation for identity (Leopold, Rhodes, Muller, & Jefferey, 2005), and other studies using
brief stimuli have also found repulsive effects for visual
orientation (Alais et al., 2017), auditory frequency
perception (Alais, Orchard-Mills, & Van der Burg,
2015), and audiovisual temporal order (Van der Burg,
Alais, & Cass, 2013, 2015; Van der Burg & Goodbourn,
2015), even shorter face presentations (,400 ms) have
been shown to produce attractive aftereffects (Oruç &
Barton, 2010).
It is not exactly clear why serial dependencies are
sometimes positive and at other times negative,
although factors such as exposure duration and
stimulus reliability are important. Regardless of sign,
each serial effect affords a functional beneﬁt. The
advantage of a positive dependence is that it improves
signal reliability by pooling current and previous
stimuli, reducing noise and thus boosting signal
strength. Perceptually, this manifests as a priming effect
where current perception is biased toward the recent
past. While this has the disadvantage of blurring
differences between successive stimuli, recent work
modeling psychophysical data shows that the strength
of positive dependence is determined by the relative
reliability (i.e., the inverse of variance) of successive
stimuli (Cicchini et al., 2014). When the current
stimulus has lower reliability than the previous one, the
current stimulus is down-weighted and the previous one
is given greater weight, and vice versa. In this way, a
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positive serial dependence is an optimal method of
combining inputs (Cicchini & Burr, 2018; Cicchini,
Mikellidou, & Burr, 2018), similar to Bayesian maximum likelihood models (Alais & Burr, 2004; Ernst &
Banks, 2002).
The functional advantage of a negative serial
dependence, such as traditional perceptual aftereffects,
is that it enhances discrimination around the adapted
stimulus, improving our ability to see small differences.
Exposure duration is an important factor, with
negative dependences usually arising from relatively
prolonged exposure and positive dependences usually
requiring very brief exposure duration or a degree of
stimulus uncertainty (Cicchini et al., 2014; SuárezPinilla, Seth, & Roseboom, 2018). Adding a delay
between stimulus offset and the response can increase
the positive serial effect (Bliss, Sun, & D’Esposito,
2017; Fritsche, Mostert, & de Lange, 2017), with longer
delays increasing the serial dependency—although
there is still an initial serial effect that occurs early
(Manassi, Liberman, Kosovicheva, Zhang, & Whitney,
2018). In some cases, two different attributes within the
same stimulus can show opposite dependences simultaneously, as in face attractiveness and gender (Taubert,
Alais, & Burr, 2016) and orientation and motion (Alais
et al., 2017), and a change in task with the same stimuli
can also change the sign of the dependence, as observed
for audiovisual relative timing (Keane, Bland, Matthews, Carroll, & Wallis, in press; Roseboom, 2019).
As noted above, there are reports of both positive
(Kok et al., 2017; Liberman et al., 2014; Oruç &
Barton, 2010; Taubert, Van der Burg, & Alais, 2016;
Xia et al., 2016) and negative (Leopold et al., 2005;
Rhodes et al., 2003; Taubert, Alais, & Burr, 2016;
Webster et al., 2004) serial dependencies in face
perception. There are numerous possible reasons for
these conﬂicting results, such as different exposure
durations, different face attributes being adapted, and
methodological differences in adaptation and response.
The key differences may be perceptual or postperceptual and decisional. Indeed, effects at both levels could
be involved and they may have different time courses,
with attraction (Oruç & Barton, 2010) giving way to
repulsion (Leopold et al., 2005) as adaptation time
increases. In our recent study (Taubert, Van der Burg,
& Alais, 2016), we obtained evidence that serial
dependence for face attractiveness is perceptual in
nature because the assimilative effects we observed
when the faces on the current trial (t) and the preceding
trial (t  1) were upright were reduced when an inverted
face preceded an upright face. As face-selective cells
respond more vigorously to upright face stimuli
(Taubert, Van Belle, Vanduffel, Rossion, & Vogels,
2015; Yovel & Kanwisher, 2005), this reduction
suggests a sensory basis underlies the reduced intertrial
effect and also argues against a decision-level account
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because the task and response remained the same
regardless of face orientation. However, inverting faces
between trials did not eliminate the effect entirely,
indicating at least part of the face attractiveness serial
dependency may be due to the perceptual decision.
Here, we further examine how these two sources (i.e.,
perception and decision) may contribute to face
attractiveness serial dependence by examining the timecourse of the effect and whether it is task or gender
dependent.
Most serial dependency studies have used quite brief
stimulus presentation durations, commonly on the
order of half a second or even less (Cicchini et al., 2014;
Fischer & Whitney, 2014; Taubert, Van der Burg, &
Alais, 2016), although some earlier studies used longer
presentation times (Kondo, Takahashi, & Watanabe,
2012; Pegors, Mattar, Bryan, & Epstein, 2015). Here we
investigate how brief the stimulus presentation can be
and still produce a signiﬁcant positive dependency. This
is important as it may provide important information
about the underlying mechanism. If the intertrial effects
are observed for very brief intervals, then this may
bolster the claim that face attractiveness effects are due
to a perceptual process. Indeed, Olson and Marshuetz
(2005) reported that participants are able to discriminate attractive faces from unattractive faces with an
exposure of just 13 ms (see also Willis & Todorov,
2006). They therefore proposed that the ability to rate
someone’s attractiveness rapidly may be due to
perceptual processes that inﬂuence decisions with little
awareness or intention, and that this may result from
low-level visual processing. We also examined whether
the serial dependency is speciﬁc to the task by asking
participants to alternate between a gender task and an
attractiveness task over trials. If the serial dependency
has a perceptual basis and if participants automatically
process facial attractiveness features as recently proposed (see e.g., Ritchie, Palermo, & Rhodes, 2017),
then simply viewing the face should be enough to evoke
the effect, regardless of the task on the trial. Finally, we
tested for gender-speciﬁc effects, reasoning that if a
gender-speciﬁc attractiveness dependency is obtained, it
is likely to be perceptual because the attractiveness
rating task remains constant across trials but the
dependency will have varied based on the gender
speciﬁc features on the previous trial.

Experiment 1: Positive sequential
dependency for face attractiveness
The aim of Experiment 1 was to replicate our
previous ﬁnding that the perceived attractiveness of a
given face in a sequence of brieﬂy presented faces
depends on the attractiveness of the previous face. If
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perceived attractiveness on a given trial (t) is independent of the randomly selected face presented in the
preceding trial (t  1), there will be no correlation
between attractiveness ratings on consecutive trials.
Previous studies have shown that serial dependencies
exist for sequences of face stimuli and that they are
generally positive (Kok et al., 2017; Liberman et al.,
2014; Taubert, Van der Burg, & Alais, 2016; Xia et al.,
2016), although face expression produces a negative
serial dependency (Taubert, Alais, & Burr, 2016). Here
we expect a positive or ‘‘assimilative’’ dependency for
face attractiveness, consistent with Xia et al. (2016).
Furthermore, we aim to investigate whether the
intertrial effects are gender speciﬁc. If we ﬁnd a genderspeciﬁc effect (that is, a positive serial dependence is
observed only when the gender on trial t matches the
gender on trial t  1) then this would support the
notion that the serial dependency is driven by a
perceptual effect. Finally, we will analyze whether the
observed sequential effects are predominantly driven by
the face shown on the previous trial only, or whether
faces from trials further back also have an inﬂuence on
the current trial. If the brain stabilizes the perception of
visual features (in our case, facial features) over time
through an operation that pools input over the recent
past (as proposed by Kiyonaga et al., 2017), then it is
possible that faces from several trials back would
inﬂuence the current trial percept if they fall within the
temporal window. If we indeed ﬁnd evidence that faces
from several trials back affect the perceived attractiveness on the current trial, then it not only provides
evidence for a pooling mechanisms over time, but also
strengthens the notion that the intertrial effects are due
to a perceptual effect, as it is hard to explain how all the
responses from all those n-back trials could affect the
current response.

Method
Participants
Based on our previous research in face serial
dependence, we selected 16 students to participate in
Experiment 1 (see also Taubert, Van der Burg, & Alais,
2016, experiment 1). All participants were naive as to
the purpose of the experiment and were paid $AU20
per hour for their participation. One participant was
excluded from the data analysis because of a lack of
variation in the attractiveness ratings (85% of the faces
were scored as not attractive), leaving 15 subjects’ data
for analyses. In this experiment and those that follow,
participants gave informed consent, the experiments
accorded with the Declaration of Helsinki, and all
procedures were approved by the University of
Sydney’s Human Research Ethics Committee.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the general paradigm used in the present study. Participants were shown a face for 500 ms that was randomly
selected from a set of 242 faces, followed by a rating scale. The task was to rate the face’s attractiveness using a mouse-controlled
marker that moved continuously along a rating scale that spanned 201 (6100) pixels and whose endpoints were labeled ‘‘not
attractive’’ (left end) and ‘‘attractive’’ (right end). A mouse-click recorded the marker’s position on the 201-point attractiveness scale
and initiated a blank screen for a 500-ms intertrial interval. The starting location of the adjustable marker was randomly determined
on each trial by drawing from a flat distribution ranging from 100 to 100. The durations shown in this figure correspond to the
timing in Experiment 1. Note that the faces shown in the figure are of authors DA and GR and were not used in the experiment. For
privacy reasons, the faces used in the study cannot be shown.

Apparatus and stimuli
The experiment was programmed and run using Eprime 2 software. The participants sat at a distance of
approximately 57 cm from the CRT monitor (90-Hz
refresh rate; screen resolution 1024 3 768) and used a
standard mouse to rate the attractiveness of each face.
The faces were randomly drawn from a set of 242 faces
used in Rhodes, Simmons, and Peters (2005). In total
there were 121 Caucasian male faces with a mean age of
23.4 years (SD ¼ 6.0, range 18–47 years) and 121
Caucasian female faces with a mean age of 22.9 years
(SD ¼ 5.6, range 17–51 years). The faces were color
photographs taken from the front-view under symmetric and uniform lighting conditions from a distance
of 190 cm and were rotated if necessary so that both
pupils were aligned horizontally. Face expressions were
neutral and a black, oval mask measuring 10 3 13
degrees of visual angle was placed over each face so
that the inner hairline and face outline were visible but
most of the hair was covered. The background color
was black (, 0.5 cd m2) and kept constant during the
course of the experiment. The attractiveness rating
scale consisted of a centrally presented horizontal white
(126.4 cd m2) line that was 201 pixels (6.258) long and
2 pixels wide with white vertical tick marks (20 pixels in
height) at each end. Beneath each tick mark were labels
‘‘not attractive’’ and ‘‘attractive’’ to indicate the
boundary conditions of the scale at the left and right
ends, respectively. A third white vertical line segment
(same dimensions and color as the tick marks) was used
as the ‘‘attractiveness marker’’ and it could be moved
back and forth along the rating scale using the mouse.
A mouse-click recorded the marker’s position on the
scale to indicate the perceived attractiveness of each
face, with the scale ranging from 100 (left-hand end)
to þ100 (right-hand end) pixels for a total length of 201
pixels.
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Design and procedure
An illustration of the paradigm used is shown in
Figure 1. Each trial started with the presentation of a
randomly determined face drawn from the set of 242
face images for a duration of 500 ms. Subsequently, the
face was replaced by a screen that was blank except for
the attractiveness scale. The position of the attractiveness marker was randomly determined on each trial,
and participants adjusted the marker’s position on the
scale using the mouse to rate the attractiveness of the
face and pressed the left mouse button to record it.
After the mouse click, a completely blank screen was
presented for 500 ms, and then the next trial began with
another 500-ms face presentation. There were four
experimental blocks of 242 trials each. The random
sampling of face order was independent within each
block. As we were interested in intertrial effects, the
data from the ﬁrst trial of each block were excluded,
leaving a total of 4 3 241 ¼ 964 trials per subject.
Participants received instructions prior to the experiment and performed 10 practice trials to get familiar
with the task of setting the attractiveness marker.

Results and discussion
Distribution of attractiveness ratings as a function of the
previous trial’s attractiveness
The group mean attractiveness rating for each face in
rank order is shown in Figure 2a. It is clear that when
the ratings are presented in rank order that they form
an orderly collection that varies gradually and
smoothly from less than grand mean attractiveness
(dashed line) to more than grand mean attractiveness,
and does so in a symmetrical way without discontinuities that would indicate a distinct subgroup. The
steeper sections at each end indicate some outliers
judged as very attractive or very unattractive, as would
be expected of any Gaussian-like distribution. Overall,
the faces were rated as not being particularly attractive
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Figure 2. Results of Experiment 1. (a) Group mean rating for each face in rank order. The dashed line indicates the group mean
attractiveness rating. (b) Group mean of the attractiveness ratings distributions from 15 observers (bin size ¼ 10%), as a function of
whether the face on the preceding trial was rated as being less attractive (blue line) or more attractive (orange line) than the group
mean average attractiveness rating computed over all faces. The shaded area represents 61 standard error of the mean. (c)
Attractiveness ratings as a function of the relative attractiveness of the preceding trial’s face, with relative attractiveness calculated as
deviation from mean attractiveness in units of standard deviation. The dotted line shows the best-fitting linear fit to the relative
attractiveness scores. (d) Mean attractiveness ratings as a function of the preceding trial’s attractiveness, binned by whether the
preceding face’s gender was the same as, or different from, the current trial. All error bars show 61 standard error of the mean.

(mean: 37.7%; similar to Rhodes et al., 2005, who
used the same face stimuli). Figure 2a illustrates that
the faces are not homogeneous (or else there would be
no attractiveness serial dependence). Furthermore, the
faces smoothly sample a range of attractiveness around
the mean, and there are no clear discontinuities in the
curve that might indicate a salient subgroup that drives
the effect.
The group mean distribution of attractiveness
ratings from Experiment 1 calculated over the 15
observers is shown in Figure 2b, with the data divided
into two bins depending on the attractiveness rating in
the preceding (t  1) trial. The blue distribution shows
current-trial (t) attractiveness ratings for which the face
presented in the preceding trial (t  1) was rated as less
attractive than the group mean average over all faces,
and the orange distribution shows responses in trial t
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following faces on trial t  1 that were rated as more
attractive than average. The group mean of the
distribution means gives a mean attractiveness rating
over all observers and faces of 37.7%. However,
Figure 2b clearly shows the lateral position of the
distribution of attractiveness ratings is contingent on
the attractiveness of the preceding face. This was
statistically conﬁrmed by comparing the means of the
blue and orange distributions using a two-tailed
repeated-measures t test, which showed a signiﬁcantly
higher mean (32.8%, orange distribution) when the
preceding face was more attractive than average,
compared to the mean when the preceding face was less
attractive (42.6%, blue distribution), t(14) ¼ 6.333, p
, 0.00005, gp2 ¼ 0.741.
The tendency to rate a current face as being more
attractive when the preceding face was attractive also
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depended on the preceding face’s relative attractiveness. To demonstrate this, the attractiveness data for
each participant were binned by how far the preceding
face deviated in standard deviation units from mean
attractiveness, as plotted in Figure 2c. Reﬂecting the
positive skew in the distributions in Figure 2b (see also
Rhodes et al., 2005), the deviations in preceding
attractiveness were binned as: 1, 0, 1 and 2 SD units.
A one-way, repeated-measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was conducted on mean attractiveness rate
with relative attractiveness on the preceding trial as the
within-subject variable. The ANOVA yielded a highly
signiﬁcant effect of the preceding face’s relative
attractiveness, F(3, 42) ¼ 26.807, p , 0.000005, gp2 ¼
0.657, indicating that the attractiveness rating on a
given trial increases at a rate of 5.3% with increasing
deviation of the preceding face from the mean. This
was statistically conﬁrmed by separate two-tailed t tests
(SD 1 vs. 0: t[14] ¼ 7.402, p , 0.00001; SD 0 vs. 1:
t[14] ¼ 5.131, p , 0.0005; SD 1 vs. 2: t[14] ¼ 2.177, p ¼
0.047).
Effect of face gender between current and preceding
trials
An interesting question is whether the intertrial
attractiveness effect transfers from one gender to
another. To investigate this, we conducted a two-way,
repeated-measures ANOVA on mean attractiveness
ratings with the preceding trial’s attractiveness (less vs.
more attractive than average) and intertrial gender
congruence (same face gender on current and preceding
trials vs. different genders) as within-subject variables.
The effect of gender on the intertrial attractiveness
effect is shown in Figure 2d. The ANOVA yielded a
highly signiﬁcant main effect of the preceding trial’s
attractiveness, F(1, 14) ¼ 39.539, p , 0.00005, gp2 ¼
0.739, as face ratings were higher when the face on the
preceding trial was more attractive than average
(32.9%) compared with when it was less attractive
(42.6%). There was no signiﬁcant main effect of
gender congruence between trials, F(1, 14) ¼ 0.789, p ¼
0.389, gp2 ¼ 0.053. The interaction between gender
congruence and preceding attractiveness was also
signiﬁcant, F(1, 14) ¼ 14.152, p ¼ 0.002, gp2 ¼ 0.503.
Speciﬁcally, when the genders on the current and
preceding trials matched (Figure 2d, right-hand columns), the positive dependency of current face attractiveness on the preceding face’s attractiveness was
greater than when face gender did not match between
trials (Figure 2d, left-hand columns). This was conﬁrmed by two-tailed repeated-measures t tests for each
gender condition. When consecutive faces had the same
gender, attractiveness ratings were signiﬁcantly lower
when the preceding trial contained a face rated as less
attractive than average (45.3%) compared to when the
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Figure 3. Results of Experiment 1. Upper panel: Mean
attractiveness ratings as a function of whether trial t  1 back to
trial t  6 attractiveness ratings were less than (blue symbols) or
greater than (orange symbols) the group mean attractiveness
calculated over all faces. Lower panel: Intertrial effect (the
difference of the upper panel) as a function of the trial distance
relative to the current trial t. Error bars show 61 standard error
of the mean.

preceding face was rated more attractive (30.9%),
t(14) ¼ 7.960, p , 0.00001, gp2 ¼ 0.819. A similar
signiﬁcant intertrial effect was observed when the
consecutive faces had the opposite gender, (39.9% vs.
35.0%), t(14) ¼ 2.3, p ¼ 0.039, gp2 ¼ 0.271. Another
two-tailed t test comparing the intertrial effects for
same gender faces with different gender faces on two
consecutive trials yielded a signiﬁcant effect, t(14) ¼
3.762, p ¼ 0.002, gp2 ¼ 0.503. This conﬁrms that the
positive serial dependency for face attractiveness is
present regardless of the gender of the faces, and that
the signiﬁcant two-way interaction arises because the
dependency is stronger when the gender of consecutive
faces is the same (14.4%) compared with different
(4.9%).
Attractiveness rating as a function of trial distance
An intriguing question is whether the attractiveness
rating on a given trial depends solely on the attractiveness of a face on the previous trial, or whether the
attractiveness of faces presented several trials back also
impacts on the current trial. Figure 3 (upper panel)
illustrates the mean attractiveness rating as a function
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of whether the attractiveness rating was less than (blue
circles) or greater than (orange squares) the group
mean attractiveness calculated over all faces, and does
so for a range of previous trials from trial t  1 back to
trial t  6. The lower panel plots the intertrial effect as a
function of trial distance.
We conducted a two-way, repeated-measures ANOVA on mean attractiveness ratings with attractiveness
(less vs. more attractive than average) and trial distance
(t  1 back to t  6) as within-subject variables. The
ANOVA yielded a signiﬁcant attractiveness effect, F(1,
14) ¼ 64.452, p , 0.0001 as well as a signiﬁcant twoway interaction, F(5, 70) ¼ 9.633, p ¼ 0.0003. The
signiﬁcant interaction suggests that the intertrial
attractiveness effect varies as a function of the trial
distance relative to trial t (see Figure 3, lower panel).
The interaction was further investigated using two
tailed t tests for each trial distance condition. The t test
yielded a signiﬁcant intertrial effect up to ﬁve trials
back (all p values , 0.0011, Bonferroni corrected), but
not for trial t  6 (p ¼ 0.096, Bonferroni corrected). The
results are consistent with recent studies showing that
perceived attractiveness on a given trial t not only
depends on the face shown on the previous trial, but
also on the face two (Taubert, Van der Burg, & Alais,
2016), and three trials back (Taubert, Alais, & Burr,
2016) and even further to ﬁve trials back (Xia et al.,
2016).
Experiment 1 demonstrates a clear, positive serial
dependency for face attractiveness. A face is rated as
being more attractive if it is preceded by another face
rated highly for attractiveness, and vice versa. This
positive or ‘‘assimilative’’ dependency for face attractiveness squares with the ﬁndings of Xia et al. (2016) as
well as Taubert, Van der Burg, and Alais (2016). Our
results also show interesting further insights. Attractiveness ratings for the set of 242 faces used in this
experiment were widely distributed (Figure 2b) and we
observed that the strength of the attractiveness serial
dependency scaled with how deviant the preceding
face’s attractiveness rating was. That is, the further a
preceding face was rated from the mean attractiveness
of the face set, the more inﬂuence it exerted over the
current face. We also found that the attractiveness
serial dependency interacted with the gender of the
faces, being stronger between consecutive faces of the
same gender (whether both male or both female) than
for consecutive faces of different gender (Figure 2d). As
a change in gender between trials did not eliminate the
effect, it could indicate that a response bias underlies
the remaining effect, although it is also possible that
some aspects of attractiveness that are not gender
speciﬁc, such as face symmetry and skin condition
(Fink, Grammer, & Thornhill, 2001; Rhodes, Profﬁtt,
Grady, & Sumich, 1998) underlie the observed serial
dependency.
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Experiment 2: Time course of the
face attractiveness sequential
dependency
The aim of Experiment 2 is to investigate the time
course of the intertrial attractiveness effect. Our interest
is in ﬁnding the minimum exposure duration for the
preceding face that will still exert a signiﬁcant
assimilative inﬂuence over the attractiveness rating of
the current face. A recent study by Xia and colleagues
(2016) conducted a similar experiment in which they
analyzed the effects of various intertrial intervals
between consecutive face stimuli with a ﬁxed 1-s
duration. Our experiment adopts the converse approach: We vary the stimulus duration of the previous
face, while holding the current face duration and the
intertrial interval constant. The design of our experiment involves pairs of adapter and test trials (see also
Van der Burg, Alais, & Cass, 2018, for a similar
approach), where adapter trials are analyzed as the
preceding trial, and test trials are the current trial.
Adapter trials have a duration drawn randomly from a
set of durations (22, 56, 111, 244, 500 and 1,000 ms)
while test trials have a ﬁxed duration of 500 ms, so that
an intertrial effect cannot be explained by the current
trial’s presentation duration. For adapter trials, the
short intervals were included to test the boundary
condition under which we can observe reliable intertrial
effects, whereas a 1-s duration was included to examine
whether an asymptote was reached at 500 ms, the
duration used in Experiment 1.

Method
Participants
Twenty-three subjects participated in Experiment 2
(14 females; mean age ¼ 22.6 years, range 17–46 years).
All participants were paid $AU20 per hour and were
naive as to the purpose of the experiment. The number
of subjects was increased to provide extra experimental
power when the data were binned into different
adapter-trial durations.
Experiment 2 was similar to Experiment 1, except for
the following changes. In Experiment 2, we divided the
trial sequence into test and adapter trials. The adapter
and test trials were always presented in alternating
order so that a test trial always followed an adapter
trial. The presentation duration for the test trials was
always 500 ms, whereas the duration for an adapter
trial was randomly drawn from a set of stimulus
durations: 22, 56, 111, 244, 500, or 1,000 ms. To
discount effects of stimulus persistence on adapter
trials, each face presentation was followed by a random
luminance noise mask for 100 ms. We used a new set of
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ms) is shown in Figure 5a, with the data divided into
two bins depending on the attractiveness rating in the
preceding trial. As in Experiment 1, Figure 5a clearly
shows the lateral position of the distribution of
attractiveness ratings is contingent upon the attractiveness of the face on the preceding adapter trial. This
was statistically conﬁrmed by a two-tailed t test, t(22) ¼
6.527, p , 0.00001, gp2 ¼ 0.659, indicating a signiﬁcantly higher mean (21.5%, orange distribution) when
the preceding face was more attractive than average,
compared to the mean when the preceding face was less
attractive (29.5%, blue distribution).
Figure 4. Results from Experiment 2 showing face attractiveness
ratings as a function of the presentation duration on adapter
trials. Error bars show 61 standard error of the mean.

36 faces in this experiment, using the same set of 36
faces for test and adapter trials so that any differences
in the intertrial effect as a function of duration could
not be explained by different sets of faces. Observers
completed 72 trials per adapter trial duration, with
each of the 36 faces presented twice in independent
random orders. There were six durations, making a
total of 432 adapter and 432 test trials per observer.

Results and discussion
Attractiveness as a function of presentation duration
Before analyzing the data in terms of the preceding
trial, we ﬁrst plotted the relationship between attractiveness ratings and stimulus duration (Figure 4), as the
attractiveness rating on adapter trials may vary as a
function of the presentation duration of the faces. For
this we used the data obtained from the adapter trials,
for which face duration varied among six levels: 22, 56,
111, 244, 500, and 1,000 ms. A one-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA with face presentation duration as
the within-subject variable yielded a highly signiﬁcant
effect of duration, F(5, 110) ¼ 8.8, p , 0.001, gp2 ¼ 0.287,
indicating that the face attractiveness ratings differed
across the different presentation durations. As is clear
from Figure 4, attractiveness ratings were higher for
brief face presentations (22, 56, and 111 ms) and then
stabilized at a lower level for longer presentation
durations (244, 500, and 1,000 ms), t(22) ¼ 3.182, p ¼
0.004. This stabilization was statistically conﬁrmed by a
separate ANOVA with face presentation duration (244,
500, and 1,000 ms) yielded no signiﬁcant effect at all F(2,
44) ¼ 0.08, p ¼ 0.861, gp2 ¼ 0.004.
Distribution of attractiveness ratings as a function of the
previous trial’s attractiveness
The group mean distribution of attractiveness
ratings for test trials (face presentation duration is 500
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The time course of the inter-trial attractiveness effect
Figure 5b (upper panel) illustrates how attractiveness
ratings for test trials (for which the presentation
duration was always 500 ms) varied as a function of the
preceding face’s attractiveness and its presentation
duration. Here, a face on the preceding trial was
considered as being less or more attractive when the
participants rated the face lower or higher than the
overall mean attractiveness. The mean attractiveness
was calculated for each face presentation duration
separately, provided that the face attractiveness ratings
vary with presentation duration (see Figure 4). For
instance, if the preceding trial duration was 56 ms, we
used the average attractiveness rating for 56-ms
presentations when binning that trial’s attractiveness
rating into ‘‘less than average’’ or ‘‘more than average.’’
The lower part of Figure 5b (black line) shows the
difference between the orange and blue plots above,
and thus shows the magnitude of the intertrial
attractiveness effect as a function of presentation
duration. This intertrial effect was examined using a
one-way repeated-measures ANOVA with the preceding trial’s presentation duration as the within-subject
variable. This yielded a signiﬁcant linear contrast, F(1,
22) ¼ 8.253, p ¼ 0.009, gp2 ¼ 0.273, indicating that the
intertrial effect increased with increasing presentation
duration. No other higher order contrasts were
signiﬁcant (all Fs , 2.772, p . 0.110). Separate twotailed t tests comparing the magnitude of the intertrial
effect against zero yielded signiﬁcant intertrial effects
for all durations of the preceding trial that were 56 ms
or greater, all t(22) . 2.9, all p values , 0.007. The
intertrial effect was not signiﬁcant when the presentation duration was 22 ms, t(22) ¼ 1.2, p ¼ 0.255.
The results from Experiment 2 replicate the strong
assimilative serial dependency for face attractiveness
seen in Experiment 1 by which a face is rated more
attractive if preceded by another face rated highly for
attractiveness, and vice versa. Before discussing the
intertrial analyses, the ﬁrst ﬁnding of note was that face
attractiveness ratings depended on exposure duration
(Figure 4). For very brief face stimuli, attractiveness
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Figure 5. Results of Experiment 2. (a) Group mean of the attractiveness ratings distributions for test trials (bin size ¼ 20%), as a
function of whether the face on the preceding adapter trial was rated as being less attractive (blue line) or more attractive (orange
line) than the group mean average attractiveness rating computed over all faces. The shaded area represents 61 standard error of
the mean. (b) Upper panel: Mean attractiveness ratings as a function of the previous adapter trial’s presentation duration, as a
function of whether the previous trial’s attractiveness rating was less than (blue symbols) or greater than (orange symbols) the group
mean attractiveness calculated over all faces with the same durations. Lower panel: Intertrial effect (the difference of the upper
panel) as a function of presentation duration on the preceding adapter trial. Error bars show 61 standard error of the mean.

ratings were higher than those presented for longer
durations. This bias toward higher attraction for brieﬂy
seen faces appears to be a very transient effect, as
attractiveness ratings stabilized for presentations of 244
ms and greater, but were clearly elevated above the
stabilized values the three briefest durations tested here:
22, 56, and 111 ms. To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst
time a relationship between face attractiveness and
stimulus brevity has been reported and this effect is one
that merits further investigation.
The speciﬁc aim of Experiment 2 was to examine the
time course of the attractiveness serial dependency by
manipulating the exposure duration of adapter trial
faces and quantifying their assimilative inﬂuence over
test trial faces of a standard duration, with intertrial
interval left constant. The results are shown in Figure 5,
with the magnitude of the serial dependency shown in
the lower panel of Figure 5b. This plot shows that the
previous stimulus can be very brief and still exert a
signiﬁcant assimilative pull over the subsequent stimulus, with all adapter trial durations producing
signiﬁcant shifts in test trial attractiveness, except for
the shortest adapter duration of 22 ms. Although we
did not test longer durations, it is likely this would lead
to a repulsive serial effect. This is expected based on
numerous adaptation studies showing typical repulsive
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perceptual aftereffects occur following several seconds
of face adaptation (Burton, Jeffery, Bonner, & Rhodes,
2016; Leopold et al., 2005), although, consistent with
our ﬁndings here, subsecond face adaptation has been
reported to produce positive effects (Oruç & Barton,
2010). This point is discussed further in the General
discussion.
Finally, our data make an interesting comparison
with the ﬁndings of Xia and colleagues (2016). Their
experiment was an online study of face attractiveness
that controlled stimulus presentation times at 1 s but
response times were self-paced and varied widely. When
responses were binned into 1-s intervals, they found the
positive serial dependency for attractiveness was signiﬁcant for up to 6 s after stimulus presentation with no
clear tendency to decay over this period. This shows that
once induced by a preceding stimulus, the assimilative
pull over the current stimulus can endure for many
times longer than the priming stimulus’ exposure
duration. Our approach to exploring the time-course of
the effect was to vary the duration of the priming
stimulus. This revealed that the serial assimilative effect
is induced very quickly, with 56 ms being sufﬁcient to
produce a serial dependency equivalent in magnitude to
that induced by a 1,000-ms exposure. Both these
observations are consistent with the serial dependency
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effect for face attractiveness not depending on sensory
adaptation, a point taken up in the General discussion.

Experiment 3: Is the sequential
dependency for face attractiveness
task dependent?
In Experiment 3 we test whether the sequential
dependencies, as observed in Experiments 1 and 2, are
perceptual in nature or require an explicit attractiveness
judgment. A recent study by Ritchie et al. (2017)
reported that when participants were learning new
identities for the purpose of future recognition, they
automatically formed impressions of each person’s
attractiveness, and that once formed, these impressions
could not be suppressed. Even though participants were
explicitly instructed to rate each speciﬁc image independent of previously learned images of that person,
they could not inhibit their prior impressions of each
person’s attractiveness. If the observed intertrial
attractiveness effects we report are due to a perceptual
effect, then we expect that simply viewing a face should
automatically induce an intertrial effect as participants
would automatically generate an impression of attractiveness. In other words, manipulating the task should
not eliminate the intertrial effect. To investigate
whether the intertrial effect requires an explicit
attractiveness judgment, we conducted an experiment
consisting of two parts. The ﬁrst part was a single-task
condition in which participants made an explicit
attractiveness judgement on every trial so that we could
replicate Experiment 1’s intertrial attractiveness effect
and obtain estimates for each face’s attractiveness
rating. The second part used the same set of faces but
followed an alternating, two-task format. On adapter
trials, participants judged the gender of the face, and on
test trials, they made attractiveness ratings. In the
second part of the experiment, if viewing a face alone is
enough to trigger an intertrial attractiveness effect, we
expected to observe a similar sequential effect to that
observed in the single-task condition. If, however, it is
important to explicitly make an attractiveness judgment on the preceding trial in order to generate an
attractiveness assimilation effect, the alternating twotask condition should not produce any attractiveness
assimilation effect on the current trial as the previous
task will always be a gender task.

Method
Participants
Fourteen students (10 females; mean age ¼ 22.5
years, range 18–33 years) participated in the experi-
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ment, based on our previous research (Taubert, Van
der Burg, & Alais, 2016). Participants were paid $AU20
per hour and were naive as to the purpose of the
experiment.
The experiment was identical to Experiment 1,
except for the following changes. The experiment
consisted of two different parts. In the ﬁrst part,
participants saw 242 random faces and performed a
single task, which was to rate the attractiveness of each
face (as in Experiments 1 and 2). The ﬁrst part was
identical to Experiment 1, except that there was only
one experimental block of 242 trials, instead of four as
in Experiment 1. In the second part of the experiment,
participants saw the same 242 faces but performed two
different tasks in alternating order. On adapter trials,
participants judged the gender of the face by pressing
the ‘m’ or ‘f’ key to indicate whether they thought the
face was male or female, respectively. On test trials,
participants performed the attractiveness rating task, as
in Experiments 1 and 2. Participants ﬁrst performed the
single task condition (Part 1), and subsequently
completed the alternating dual-task condition (Part 2).
All faces were presented for 500 ms.

Results and discussion
Distribution of attractiveness ratings as a function of the
preceding trial’s attractiveness
The group mean distribution of attractiveness
ratings from the single-task condition is shown in
Figure 6a, with the data divided into two bins
depending on the attractiveness rating in the preceding
trial. The attractiveness ratings from the alternating
two-task condition are plotted in Figure 6b according
to the same format but with one difference: The data
were divided into two bins depending on the estimated
attractiveness of the preceding trial’s face. This was
necessary because the preceding trial in the alternatingtask condition was always the gender task. The
attractiveness for these trials was estimated for each
face and observer using the attractiveness ratings
provided in the single-task condition (where exactly the
same faces were shown).
The group mean of the distribution means gives a
mean attractiveness rating over all observers and faces
of 33.0% in the single-task condition and 31.2% in
the alternating-task condition. A two-way, repeatedmeasures ANOVA was conducted on mean attractiveness rate with task (single vs. alternating) and the
preceding trial’s attractiveness (less than or greater than
average) as within-subject variables, with the results
plotted in Figure 6c. The ANOVA yielded no
signiﬁcant difference between the single- and alternating-task conditions, F(1, 13) ¼ 0.199, p ¼ 0.663, gp2 ¼
0.015. There was a signiﬁcant interaction between task
and preceding attractiveness, F(1, 13) ¼ 14.911, p ¼
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Figure 6. Results of Experiment 3. (a) Group mean of the attractiveness ratings distributions in the single-task condition, binned by
whether the face on the preceding trial was rated as less attractive (blue line) or more attractive (orange line) than average. (b) Group
mean of the attractiveness ratings distributions in the alternating-task condition, binned by whether the face on the preceding trial
was rated as being less attractive (blue line) or more attractive (orange line) than the estimated average. (c) Mean attractiveness
ratings as a function of the preceding trial’s attractiveness and the task to perform. (d) Scatterplot showing the correlation for all 14
observers between their mean attractiveness ratings for the entire face set in the single-task and the alternating-task conditions. (e)
Scatterplot showing the correlation between the mean attractiveness rating given to each individual face in the single-task and
alternating-task conditions (collapsed over all participants).

0.002, gp2 ¼ 0.534, indicating that the intertrial
attractiveness effect depended on the task in the
preceding trial. The interaction was further examined
for each task condition by two separate two-tailed t
tests, which showed a highly signiﬁcant intertrial
attractiveness effect in the single-task condition, t(13) ¼
5.6, p , 0.0001, gp2 ¼ 0.711, but not in the alternatingtask condition, t(13) ¼ 1.1, p , 0.298, gp2 ¼ 0.083. In
other words, the serial dependency for face attractiveness was observed when participants performed an
attractiveness judgment on the preceding trial, but not
when they performed a gender judgment task on the
preceding trial.
A potential concern might be that our conclusion is
weakened in being based on a comparison between the
actual attractiveness ratings in the single-task condition
and the attractiveness ratings in the alternating-task
condition (where adapter trials involved a judgment of
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face gender rather than an attractiveness rating).
However, we observed a very strong correlation
between attractiveness ratings made in the single- and
alternating-task conditions across all participants. The
scatterplot in Figure 6d shows this relationship for each
observer’s mean attractiveness ratings over the entire
set of faces and produced a Pearson correlation of
0.956, p , 0.000001, indicating very consistent attractiveness ratings within observers between the singleand alternating-task conditions. We also analyzed the
consistency of face attractiveness ratings between
single- and alternating-tasks for each face in the set
(averaged over participants) and again found a very
strong relationship (Pearson correlation ¼ 0.869, p ,
0.000001). Both of these strong correlations support the
argument that using face attractiveness ratings obtained in the single-task condition to estimate attractiveness in the gender-judgment trials of the
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alternating-task condition was a valid procedure and
cannot explain the lack of an assimilative effect in the
alternating-task condition. Therefore, we conclude that
the intertrial attractiveness effect is task dependent and
requires an explicit attractiveness judgment to be
performed in the preceding trial in order to inﬂuence
the current trial.
The aim of Experiment 3 was to test whether the
positive serial dependency for face attractiveness that
was well established in Experiments 1 and 2 is a
perceptual effect or requires an explicit attractiveness
judgment. Comparing the results of two conditions
where test and adapter trials either both required an
attractiveness rating (the single-task condition) or
required an alternating gender/attractiveness task over
test and adapter trials, the results show clearly that the
intertrial attractiveness effect does depend on the task
in the preceding trial. If simply viewing a face on a
given trial were sufﬁcient to produce an assimilative
inﬂuence over the subsequent trial, it should have
occurred in the alternating-task condition as well, as all
trials involved face stimuli (and, indeed, the faces were
the same in both conditions). The fact that no
assimilative effect was observed in the alternating-task
condition—when the only difference was the task
required on the adapter trials—may suggest that the
intertrial attractiveness effect is task dependent and
presumably not due to a perceptual process.

General discussion
In a series of experiments, we demonstrate a positive
serial dependency for face attractiveness. Faces were
consistently rated as more attractive if preceded by
another face rated highly for attractiveness (and vice
versa), consistent with the assimilative dependency
reported by Xia et al. (2016) for face attractiveness. The
strength of the assimilative dependency increased as the
preceding face deviated further from mean attractiveness and was stronger for consecutive faces of the same
gender (Experiment 1). The minimum exposure duration (Experiment 2) required in the previous face to
produce the assimilative dependency was surprisingly
brief, with a 56-ms exposure sufﬁcient to produce a
signiﬁcant intertrial effect. Finally, we found evidence
that the serial dependency for face attractiveness is not
automatic but is task dependent (Experiment 3). Simply
viewing a face on a given trial was not sufﬁcient to
produce an assimilative inﬂuence: The face had to be
rated for attractiveness in order to elicit an attractive
inﬂuence over the subsequent trial.
The ﬁnding of a positive serial dependency for face
attractiveness ﬁts with the proposed ‘‘continuity ﬁeld’’
framework proposed by Fischer and Whitney (2014).
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The notion is that much of the external world that
provides the visual system’s input is stable and thus
momentary ﬂuctuations can be discounted by averaging over time to boost signal-to-noise ratio with little
cost to perceptual veracity (Kiyonaga et al., 2017). The
attractiveness of a face is a salient and stable
characteristic that rarely changes spontaneously so that
ﬂuctuations from moment to moment are more likely
due to changes in other variables, such as viewpoint,
lighting, distance, etc. While this would apply to faces
of the same or similar identity, the faces in our study
were never repeated from trial to trial, and so rather
than being an identity-speciﬁc effect, we argue that our
ﬁndings indicate a more general effect, such as priming
(Oruç & Barton, 2010) or short-term averaging, which
the brain uses to reduce noise and improve perceptual
precision (Cicchini et al., 2018). Face attractiveness is
therefore an attribute that could beneﬁt from integration over the recent past (over the last ﬁve trials, for
instance) and thus manifest as a positive serial
dependency, as reported by Xia et al. (2016) and in
related studies that reported assimilative biases for
sequential face attractiveness judgments using Likert
scales (Kondo, Takahashi, & Watanabe, 2013; Kramer,
Jones, & Sharma, 2013).
An outstanding question arising from those earlier
observations was whether the assimilative effect was
driven postperceptually by the previous response,
similar to an anchoring effect (DeCarlo & Cross, 1990;
Tversky & Kahnemen, 1974; Ward & Lockhead, 1971),
or by the previous stimulus (Liberman et al., 2014). The
possibility of serial dependencies being due to response
bias was addressed speciﬁcally by Xia et al. (2016) for
face attractiveness. They had participants do two
blocks of their face attractiveness rating procedure,
using the same set of faces but in independent orders in
each block. This allowed them to test for serial
dependency in one run using the attractiveness ratings
from the other, independent run. Xia et al. argued that
the current face’s attractiveness rating could not be
driven by the response to the previous face as the
attractiveness rating for the previous face came from an
independent rating in a second run that used the same
faces but in a randomly shufﬂed order. By decorrelating attractiveness ratings and responses in this way, Xia
et al. concluded that response bias could not explain
their positive serial dependency effect. Other studies
have addressed this question and also concluded there
is a strong perceptual component in serial dependency
(Cicchini, Mikellidou, & Burr, 2017). In our study,
several observations argue against a response-bias
account. In Experiment 2 there was no serial dependency for very short stimulus presentations, even
though the task and rating response remained unchanged. Brief durations (e.g., our 22-ms condition)
should reveal a greater inﬂuence of response bias as
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stimulus salience and adaptation would be expected to
be less with so little enough time to create an
impression of face attractiveness (Pegors et al., 2015).
In Experiment 1, we found stronger serial dependence
when the face gender was the same (compared to
different) on the current and previous trials, which
cannot be explained by response bias as the task and
response keys remained the same.
It is important to note that the attractiveness
dependency was reduced in Experiment 1 by faces of
different gender across successive trials, but was not
eliminated. This leaves the possibility that at least a
part of the intertrial effect may be due to decision-level
factors, or alternatively that the residual attractiveness
dependence for different gender faces is in fact due to
facial features that are not gender speciﬁc, such as
symmetry and skin condition (Fink et al., 2001; Rhodes
et al., 1998). Experiment 3 could be interpreted as
supporting the response bias account, as we found no
serial dependency for face attractiveness when participants performed a different task (gender discrimination) on the preceding trial. If attractiveness is an
attribute that is encoded automatically upon seeing a
face, as recent evidence suggests (Ritchie et al., 2017),
then the positive dependency would have been maintained despite the change of task. Some caution is
needed before concluding that this endorses a responsebias account. In the Ritchie et al. study, participants
were shown a face for 5 s in order to memorize it and
therefore had enough time to process more attributes
than identity alone. Moreover, attractiveness may have
been encoded strategically as another dimension on
which to individuate individual faces. Further research
would be needed to assess whether attractiveness is
‘‘automatically’’ encoded in brief presentations, such as
used here, and thus to evaluate the task dependency
seen in our dual-task condition. Overall, however, it
seems reasonable that there would be a component due
to response. This is consistent with recent work
showing that while serial dependence effects do occur at
the time of perception and do contain a strong
stimulus-driven component (Cicchini et al., 2017;
Manassi et al., 2018), they also have a component due
to response (Cicchini et al., 2017), which tends to add
to the stimulus effect. Together, the evidence suggests a
role for decision-level inﬂuences in serial dependence
but that it cannot entirely account for the ﬁndings. Our
results from Experiments 1 and 2 regarding exposure
duration and gender change over successive trials are
consistent with this interpretation.
Another relevant factor in explaining the intertrial
attractiveness effects is the dependency on exposure
duration. Experiment 2 showed that the assimilative
dependency was evident after surprisingly brief stimulus exposures, with presentations of 56 ms sufﬁcient to
produce a signiﬁcant effect. This suggests the effect is
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not likely to be due to sensory adaptation, for two
reasons. First, previous research has shown that the
size of aftereffects increases with the duration of
stimulus exposure (Kohn, 2007; Webster, 2003) and
second, perceptual aftereffects resulting from adaptation to various face attributes have generally been
reported to be repulsive (i.e., a negative dependency:
Leopold et al., 2005). Studies examining the time course
of adaptation have observed repulsive effects for
identity and expression aftereffects for adaptation
durations down to 1 s (Burton et al., 2016; Leopold et
al., 2005). Although this appears clear for exposure
durations of 1 s or more, one study that used very short
(subsecond) adaptation times similar to ours (Oruç &
Barton, 2010) reported attractive aftereffects for face
recognition. Our data (Figure 5) agree with this, clearly
showing an attractive (positive) serial dependency,
rather than a repulsive effect, for face attractiveness
and show no growth in effect size over a four-fold
increase in presentation duration from 244 to 1,000 ms.
As well as the lack of growth over longer durations,
there is a strikingly rapid onset of the effect with only
the 22-ms exposure failing to produce a signiﬁcant
effect. Rather than early sensory activity, this is
consistent with a more central process involving
memory where once the visual object is encoded and
recognized it can exert an attractive inﬂuence on
subsequent perception (Bliss et al., 2017). On this view,
presentation times only need to be long enough to
ensure encoding in memory and beyond that longer
durations are equivalently effective as an assimilative
prime for the following stimulus. The task dependency
observed in Experiment 3 squares with this view as only
the task-relevant information would be retained in
working memory on a given trial (e.g., gender) and so
would not inﬂuence the orthogonal task on the
subsequent trial (e.g., attractiveness). This priming role
would hold for a relatively short period before
increasing sensory adaptation counteracts it and
eventually produces an effect of opposite sign (Fischer
& Whitney, 2014; Kiyonaga et al., 2017). Consistent
with this, Fischer and Whitney found that the serial
dependency for orientation obtained with 500-ms
presentations was positive but was negative for 5000ms presentations—a repulsive effect typical of aftereffects from sustained adaptation.
To recap, we observed that face attractiveness
exhibits a positive serial dependency. More speciﬁcally,
we found that stimuli as brief as 56 ms produce a
signiﬁcant positive dependency similar in magnitude to
that produced by stimuli presented for 1,000 ms. We
observed stronger positive dependencies between samegender faces, and found a task dependency: Alternating
gender discrimination trials with attractiveness rating
trials produced no serial dependency. We conclude that
a perception-stabilizing assimilation effect operates in
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face attractiveness perception that is task dependent
and is acquired surprisingly quickly. In line with other
recent ﬁndings (Cicchini et al., 2017; Xia et al., 2016),
we argue this effect has a strong perceptual component,
although we cannot discount postperceptual processes
entirely.
Keywords: face perception, aftereffects, vision
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